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" }, "" }, { "question" : "How many feet in 1 inch?", "answer" : "12,000,000"} ] } }'} A: See the
documentation for json_encode: By default, it will encode the string as JSON data and return the
resulting JSON-encoded string. Applying this to your code should make it work. A: PHP_SELF is
written to return the URI of the script that loaded the script. If you're trying to format it to be a
JSON file, take a look at json_encode(): Essentially, as you've defined JSON in your page, I'm going
to assume you're looking for the json_encode() function. Here's a quick example: $foo = array('bar'
=> 'baz'); $json = json_encode($foo); This would return {"bar":"baz"}. "Elner" and "Elnechorr." "The
other day we were at a concert and a friend of mine wanted to go get some pizza. She saw a sign
that said the pizza place was closed because the owner's name had been taken," said the little boy.
The kids stopped singing. Had something bad happened? "So I said it would be alright if she ate
pizza anyway," said the boy. "Ha ha ha ha," they all laughed, and then the music started again. So,
the next time you're singing a song out in the courtyard or yard, be careful what name you use. You
might be singing to the living memory of a little boy who helped his mom's English teacher name the
31 nativity sets. And you might be singing to the memories of a grave that has once occupied that
same spot.4 + 2/8*y**4. Find the second derivative of h(a) wrt a. -4 Let s be 0/(-4 - -1) + 6. Let a = -1
+ s. What is the first derivative of 2 - 4*d**2 + a*d**2 + 2*d**2 wrt d? 6*d
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